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SUMMARY

It seems illogical that the state will first publish the Act of appropriation of land for public purposes before the town plan skim has been approved. The plan would usually consider the public need and the environmental effects of the plan and the justification to appropriate land later for the public purpose. Although it seems illogical, the Supreme court of Israel is divided in its opinion whether the town plan should be approved before appropriating the land. In this paper I argue that appropriating land first before the town plan is approved, would effect the appraisal of land and therefore the compensation the owner would receive.

The Israeli compensation system in public taking is a two tier system (Hamami judgment). The land owner can sue the local authority when the town plan is approved "for the harm caused by the plan". When the Act of appropriation is published, the land owner can sue the authority that will appropriate, but is not entitled to get compensation for the first 25% of the whole land (except in several situations such as appropriation of the whole parcel). The appraisal of the land in the second tier would be according to its public use (that was approved in the town plan in the first tier), and if it’s a road, would be valued 10% to 0% of the previous use.

Consider a situation where a land of x square meter is valued y$ per square meter. If the town plan is first approved than the land owner would receive in the first tier compensation of x*0.9y and when the land would be appropriated he will receive compensation of 0.75x * 0.1y, and therefore he will receive total compensation of 0.975xy.

If the appropriation of land is first, in the first tier the land owner would receive 0.75x * y, and in the second tier when the plan would be approved he will receive x * 0.1y, and therefore he will receive total compensation of 0.85xy.

It’s obvious that appropriating the land first, would effect the compensation the land owner would receive and harm the land owner.

Therefore appropriating the land first is not only illogical, but is unconstitutional because it would harm the land owner's property rights not proportionally and to a bigger extant.
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SUMMARY

In the context of accelerating development, land surveyors play a crucial role in various aspects. The connection between town planning, public taking, and land appraisal is fundamental. This is particularly evident in public takings, where the rights of the landowners are involved.

In scenarios of public takings, the landowners must be adequately compensated. The compensation amount is determined through land appraisal, which involves professional surveyors. The surveyors assess the properties and calculate the compensation based on fair market values.

In addition, the surveyors ensure that the process of land acquisition is transparent and just. They help in the valuation of properties, which is crucial for determining the compensation amount. This ensures that the landowners receive fair compensation for their properties.

Furthermore, surveyors are responsible for marking the boundaries of the properties, which is essential in determining the compensation amounts. They also provide technical assistance in legal disputes related to land takings.

In conclusion, surveyors play a vital role in ensuring that the process of public takings is fair and transparent. They assist in the valuation of properties, ensuring that the landowners receive adequate compensation. Their expertise is crucial in the connection between town planning, public taking, and land appraisal.
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1. PUBLIC TAKING BEFORE TOWN PLANNING- IS IT POSSIBLE?

Apparentliy appropriation of land before approving a town plan, that would define the public need, its scope and the harm it would cause the enviroment, is possible according to the Israeli law. There are conflicting arguments in the supreme court of Israel, but the prevailing view, is that the authorities could first appropriate land, and than approve the town plan approving the public use of the specific land. As argued in this paper such an approach is not only unreasnable but is argued to be unconstitutional.

1.1 The Supreme Court judgment of Avigdorov

The house and land of Mrs Hadasa Avigdorov and her family were on the path of a large construction of a huge road and railway. The appropriating Act was published few years before the approval of the town plan. Mrs Avigdorov argued that the appropriating Act was illegal, because it should be published after the approval of the town plan that defined the public need. The district court of Tel Aviv accepted the argument and ordered that the appropriating Act was illegal. The railway Authority appealed to the supreme court of Israel.

1.1.1 The "Planning first approach"-The judgment of the Honorable Judge Mrs. Edna Arbel.

The honorable Judge Mrs Edna Arbel concluded in her judgement that according to the Planning and Building Act, the authorities should approve the town plan first, and only than publish the appropriation Act. Although in this case she concluded that there are exeptions to the general rule, based on public interest, and this is the exeption.

1.1.2 The "Administrative Law approach"- The judgment of the Honorable Chief Justice Ahron Barak.

The honorable Chief Justice Mr Aharon Barak did not agree in his judgement to the approach of Judge Mrs Arbel, and concluded that publishing the appropriating Act first, is a matter of Administrative law, and that the judge should check its reasnoblness, whether its proportonate and done in good faith for the public interest. Accordind to the law, his judgement is the prevailing precedence.

1.1.3 The Mehadrin Judgment.

Few decades before the Avigdorov judgement, the supreme court concluded in the judgement of Mehadrin, that the authoriry should do what ever that in its power, to approve the town
plan first, and than publish the appropriating Act, but can appropriate first, if the public interest requires so.

2. THE TWO TIER COMPENSATION SYSTEM- HAMMAMI JUDGMENT

The compensation system for public taking in the Israeli legal system, is a two tier system. The owner of the land is first entitled to compensation for the harm caused by the town plan that was approved, changing the utility of the land to a public one. Than at the second tier, the owner of the land is entitled to compensation, when the land is appropriated to the public use (that was approved in the town plan in the first tier).

2.1 Compensation for harm caused by town planning.

2.1.1 The main factors in appraisal of compensation for land harmed by town planning.

Appraisal of compensation caused by a town plan requires a check by the land surveyor of the appraisal of the land before the approval of the town plan and after the approval of the town plan (known as the "before and after method). The land surveyor should check the previous town plans that were approved before the 'harmful' town plan. Then the town surveyor should check the harm caused to the land according to one of the accepted methods (preferably the comparative technique).

2.2 Compensation for appropriation of land that its utility was changed in a town planning.

2.2.1 The main factors in appraisal of compensation for public taking of land that changed its utility to public use in town planning.

When an appropriating act is published, the land appraisal is done according to its publication date. The surveyor should check the land's value according to its utilities and potential driven by approved and expected town plans, ignoring the publication act.

3. DOES THE CHANGE IN PUBLIC TAKING BEFORE TOWN PLANNING EFFECT THE WAY THE APPRAISAL OF LAND SHOULD BE DONE?

As shown in the summary, the appropriating act's publication prior to the approval of the town plan will result in decree of the appraisal of land. The main factor that causes the decree in the value of land, is due to the legal requirement that 25% of the value of the land, should not be payed; based on the wrong assumption, that the change of utility will increase value of the rest of its land, that will not be appropriated. As a result, the land surveyor should ignore the change in the normal method of appropriation (i.e first approve the town plan and than appropriate), or the courts should instruct the land surveyor to ignore the 25% reduction of compensation in the appropriation phase.
3.1 Test case- Appraisal of compensation for appropriation of land – Is the change in restriction on the range of construction allowed, on the date of publication of the appropriating act, a planning harm or appropriation harm?

Consider a situation where an appropriating act is published on August 13, 1998, regarding the construction of a new railway. The town plan that changed the land utility was approved on December 20, 2000. Just after the publication of the appropriating act, a national town plan has changed the construction boundaries for railway lines and increased the boundaries from 50 meters to 120 meters. Should it be considered as an appropriating harm or a harm caused by the town plan?

4. THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN PLANNING HARM & APPROPRIATION HARM- EZER JUDGMENT

The distinction between planning harm and appropriating harm is not always obvious. In the judgement of Ezer, the Israeli Supreme Court stated that the distinction between those harms is usually artificial. Traditionally, the town plan's approval has caused harm because of the change in the utility of the land and the new boundaries of construction, and the appropriation will cause harm because the land is appropriated for the public use. Appropriating compensation could also be granted for harm caused to the rest of the owner's remaining land. Under such circumstances the argument would concern the question whether the harm is caused by the appropriation of land or because of the change of construction boundaries in the town plan.

5. THE DECREASE OF COMPENSATION FOR LAND FIRST APPROPRIATED AND THAN CHANGED IT'S UTILITY IN TOWN PLANNING

As shown in the above summary, if the town plan is approved first and then the land is appropriated, the land owner would receive 0.975xy compensation. If the appropriating act is published first and then town plan is approved, the land owner would receive 0.85xy compensation.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND QUESTIONS

Appropriating land before a town plan has been approved is not only irrational but also unconstitutional because it decreases the compensation the land owner would receive. It is irrational because before appropriating, all consequences, including environmental considerations, the extent of appropriation needed for public use, etc., should be considered in a town plan. It is unconstitutional because it harms the land owner disproportionally and beyond the needed extent. There are several alternatives to deal with this problem, such as:

- Changing the Supreme Court's precedential statement in Avigdorov's judgement and deciding that appropriating first is illegal.
Giving the surveyor instructions by the court, according to which when the appropriating act is published first, on land appraisal, he should ignore the reduction of 25% of the compensation required by law.
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